
 Paradiso Lite: Dante / AES67 Announcers’ Box

This is a new low cost version of our already hugely popular Paradiso 
Dante / AES67 Network Audio Commentary unit.  The Lite keeps all the 

existing extensive input & output circuits and the versatile remote mixing
software of the original Paradiso, but provides a more economical unit by

removing the expensive ePaper displays and fibre network connections. 

Paradiso Lite

Glensound Controller: Software Remote Control 
for Paradiso & Dark1616M 

The Paradiso was shown at last year’s IBC and we believe it to be the 
World’s finest commentators’ unit.  The Glen Controller is a Windows 10 app 

that enhances the Paradiso by providing remote control of day to day 
operational controls and also allows for detailed setup 

and configuration of the unit.

Virgil OB

The Virgil OB is a rugged portable outside broadcast Dante / AES67 stereo 
headphone amplifier.  Its unique circuitry automatically provides the correct 

output level for both high impedance ’broadcast’ headphones and low 
impedance ‘domestic’ ones.  Its headphone output can also safely be 

connected to either mono earpieces or stereo headphones.

Based on the popular DARK1616, the ‘S’ adds sample rate converters to the 
digital AES outputs and a Word clock input and output.  

The Word clock input can used to lock the Dante network to an external 
clock source and the Word clock output can be used to lock external 

equipment to the Dante’s network sample rate.
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DARK 1616S

DANTE NETWORK AUDIO

 GS-MPI-TRRS Cell Phone Interface

This is a brand new Mobile Phone Interface designed to interface
broadcasters’ cell phones to professional audio equipment.  Bi-directional 

audio is sent to & from the cell phone and the audio desk which allows
audio apps on the phone such as WhatsApp or FaceTime to be utilized 

for on-Air or archiving purposes.

NEW PRODUCTS for 
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http://www.glensound.co.uk/product-details/dark-1616m/


BEATRICE INTERCOM

Our brand new Beatrice Intercom harnesses the power and versatility of Dante  network audio. With crystal clear 48k digital™
audio distributed over standard local area networks in real time, setting up communication systems is now very easy.  

Being Dante  (and also AES67), interfacing to other manufacturers’ equipment within your AoIP infrastructure for your™
intercom is also completely trouble free.  

DANTE NETWORK AUDIO
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Beatrice D4:  4 Channel Desktop

Beatrice R4:  4 Channel 1RU Rackmount Beatrice R8:  8 Channel 1RU Rackmount

Beatrice D8:  8 Channel Desktop

Keeps Working

   lensoundG

Beatrice B4:  4 Channel Beltpack
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Beatrice products being launched are:
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